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Everything written below is from the point of view of our personal cosmology. It is not
intended to be true for anyone else reading it, and we are most certainly not attempting to
convince the reader of anything whatsoever. Even if we desired to do so, it is impossible;
because one person can never transfer his understanding to another! It is for you to prove
or disprove according to your ability to expand your consciousness. You are a Microcosm,
created to view the Cosmos from your own unique point of view; therefore, if you wish to
experience the indescribably joy and happiness of knowing who you are, where you came
from, and where you are going, you must develop your personal cosmology from scratch to
the level of awareness where you feel the wondrous bliss of being at One with The
Consciousness of Energy! Remember, ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ are dual aspects of the same
thing! Arguing between them is useless, because one cannot exist without the other; it is for
you to choose which side you will physically realize and which side you will leave
unfulfilled in your unconscious mind where it must eternally serve as a reference!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AWARENESS, CONSCIOUSNESS AND THOUGHT
When we incarnated into this beautiful world as babies in the cradle, we were
instantly ‘aware’ of ourselves, but we were not ‘conscious’ of our environment.
This suggest that there is a difference between ‘Awareness’ and ‘Consciousness’;
therefore, it is necessary to re-examine the definitions of these two terms as they
are given in modern dictionaries:
Aware - 1) Conscious, cognizant. Often used with ‘of’: aware of their
limitations. 2) Well-informed; knowledgeable: politically aware. 3) Informal.
Sensitive and perceptive: an aware person.
Conscious - 1) A. Having an awareness of one’s own existence, sensations, and
thoughts and of one’s environment. B. Having a particular perception; aware:
conscious of having offended her. 2) Not asleep or stuporous; awake: conscious
after surgery. 3) Subjectively known and felt: She spoke with conscious pride.
4) Intentionally conceived or done; deliberate: a conscious insult. 5) Having or
showing self-consciousness: conscious of her limp.
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6) Concerned about or interested in something. Often used in combination:
fashion-conscious. When used as a noun - The component of waking awareness
perceptible by an individual at any given instant.
From these two definitions, we get the impression that there is no real distinction
between them! Practically, they are used interchangeably without any conscious
distinction being made between them. Therefore, for the purposes of developing
our Personal Cosmology, we had to make them distinct by re-defining them
philosophically as follows:
Our Spirits are continually verifying to us that Awareness is Eternal! Now we
know, for a certainty, that the One and Only Thing which is Absolutely Eternal is
THE BOUNDLESS AND NAMELESS COSMIC ESSENCE(BCE)!
Therefore, It is the only possible source for our AWARENESS. Even though It is
beyond all thought, and; consequently, beyond all PERCEPTION, It
characterized itself to Moses with the statement: “I AM THAT I AM” in Exodus
3:14.
And God said unto Moses, I AM THAT I AM: and he said, Thus shalt thou say
unto the children of Israel, I AM hath sent me unto you.
BCE cannot say “I am This”, because It is ‘This’; It cannot say “I am That”,
because It is ‘That’; It can only say: “I AM THAT I AM”! Since It is ‘bounded’
by Its own Boundless Infinity, It can never ‘truly’ know Itself because it has no
Absolute Reference Point! Irrefutable proof of this is as follows: If It had a
reference point, then this reference point would have to be ‘outside’ Itself; but, if
there is something outside of It, then there would be something ‘bigger’ that would
enclose both It and Its reference point! Therefore, since nothing can ever be ‘more
infinite’ than It is, It can never have a reference point!
This is completely in harmony with Basic Geometrical Reasoning: If a point is
placed outside another point, the two points then join to form a 1-dimensional line;
if a point is placed outside a line, the line and the point join to form a 2dimensional plane, and if a point is placed outside a plane, the plane and the point
join to form a 3-dimensional space, etc.
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In our Personal Cosmology, there is no such thing as a ‘Big Bang starting point’
where everything began and from which all creation unfolded into being. This
theory suggest that there was a beginning; and if there was a beginning, then by
our Absolute Law of Duality, there is most certainly going to be an end! Indeed,
if you begin where we are now and then proceed back until you reach the Big
Bang Point, then you have reached the end of your backward movement in time!
Indeed, if a thing has a beginning, it must have an end; therefore, it cannot be
Eternal because in Eternity, there is no such thing as time and space, but only the
Eternal Now! Consequently, in our Cosmology, the focus point of
AWARENESS, is THE ETERNAL NOW!
When we say that “we are aware”, there must be something that we are ‘aware of’;
indeed, what is it that exist in the Eternal Now? Perhaps there is a hint in Genesis
1:2 which reads as follows:
And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of
the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.
In another context, we show that this passage has been very badly mis-interpreted
from the original Hebrew; nevertheless, it does suggest that something was already
in existence when God began to create the Cosmos! What is the “face of the
deep”, that is being referred to here; and what is meant by “the face of the
waters”?
We believe that all physical scientists will agree with us, on at least this one
observation, that if there is anything in the Cosmos, which is Eternal, it has to be
ENERGY! The most fundamental law of physical science states: “Energy can
neither be created or destroyed.” Our corresponding law disagrees slightly with
this because it states: Energy can never be destroyed, but it is continually
being qualitatively re-created! Now what is the cause of this disagreement?
It is the BOUNDLESSNESS of BCE which imposes the only Eternal Limit upon
Itself! Since It can never have a ‘real’ reference point, It created the Cosmos to
serve as an illusionary point of reference for Itself! This is the nearest we can get
to answering the question “Why was the Cosmos Created?” The next question
to be answered is: “Where did BCE obtain the energy that was required to
create the Cosmos?” Well, Genesis 1:2 suggest to us that at least some kind of
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Infinite Ethereal Sea of Energy was already there! After many years of study,
meditation, and contemplation upon this matter, our Spirits have confirmed to us
that this awesome sea of Cosmic Energy is projectively bounded at infinity
and is as Eternal as BCE Itself!
This infinite ethereal sea of energy is the source of the postulated vacuum or
ZERO POINT MASCULINE MASS ENERGY (MME) that was predicted by
the fundamental energy equation of Quantum Mechanics. Since FEMININE
ETHEREAL MATRIX ENERGY (FME) serves as the ‘Cosmic womb’ for
MME, we refer to the sum of FME and MME as THE FEMININE ETHEREAL
MATRIX OF MASS ENERGY (FMM).
BCE impregnates FMM by projecting His AWARENESS and IDEALIZATION
for the New Cosmos He desires to create into FMM which resonates in FME and
the Lattice of MME. This gives birth to the ‘active’ Masculine Intellectual
Consciousness of Her Mass Energy (MCE) and the ‘passive’ Feminine
Intuitive Consciousness of the Matrix of Her Mass Energy(FIM). These two
gender conditioned aspects of the Cosmic Energy, with which the Body of GOD
THE COSMOS is made, also mate to create His MIND! Therefore, we see that
effectively, CONSCIOUSNESS is Projected by the AWARENESS of BCE!
Now since Man, the Microcosm, was created in parallel with GOD THE
COSMOS, they must correspond one-to-one:
The right side of Man’s brain corresponds to FIM..
The left side of Man’s brain corresponds to MCE.
The physical body of Man is formed from FMM = FME + MME
The Female Aspect of Man is characterized by the dominance of FME.
The Male Aspect of Man is characterized by the dominance of MME.
All of this begins to imply that the essence of the REAL SELF of each and every
one of us is PURE ENERGY! This has always been know to the most ancient of
Spiritual Scientists and they have always referred to our energy body as THE
HIGH SELF! Since energy is proportional to frequency, each one of us is
characterized by a distinct frequency signature. Even Quantum Mechanics
predicts that we, as embodiments of energy, can be everywhere and every-when!
It is our physical bodies that are localized, not our Spirits which were ‘breathed
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(Projected) into us’ as a part of the AWARENESS of BCE as suggested in Genesis
2:7:
And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his
nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul.
Now do you realize the profound meaning of this wonderful concept? If you
think logically and meditate deeply, the only conclusion that you can come to is
that YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS IS DIRECTLY PROJECTED INTO YOUR
MIND BY BCE! Your eyes are; indeed, the windows of your Soul and it is
through them that BCE looks out into the physical world and sees it as you behold
it! You are the representative of BCE and when you Expand your
Consciousness by learning through the experiences of life and devotion to the
Love of Pure Learning, you are making your unique contribution to BCE by
helping It to Expand Its CONSCIOUSNESS. This is the purpose for which
you were created!
Now you should be able to really understand why Christ tried so hard, using 8
parables and 13 illustrations, to make his disciples understand that Heaven is the
Expansion of Consciousness! Please read all about it in our article Christ
(Ouranos). It is also important to add here that the word which is used most
often in the Koran, next to the word ‘GOD’, is ‘KNOWLEDGE’! Therefore,
all of God’s messengers have been trying to tell mankind that they can only
enter HEAVEN through the Gates of HOLISTIC KNOWLEDGE!
Throughout the Dark Phase, this message has been falling on closed ears; mankind
can no longer afford the perilous risk of ignoring it!
BCE is eternally whispering into our ears: “Behold, I can only Be through You!”
It is continually telling us this at all times and in many ways; but, especially
during the Dark Phase, Its voice is seldom heard dimly, and most of the time, it is
not heard at all. In addition to being the Consciousness of All Mankind, BCE
is within All Things Centering Them and around All Things Enfolding Them!
Yet, during the Dark Phase, Mankind’s ability to perceive their Spirits, or the
AWARENESS of BCE within them, is totally obscured by the darkness of
materialism. Consequently, being blind to the present of BCE all around them and
throughout every cell in their bodies, we still hear many people asking the
question: “Is There a God?”. Others are flatly stating that “There is no God, or
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no God is necessary”. The rest, simply ‘believe’ that there is a God but they do
not really know this and are unable to prove it to their conscious minds. Thus,
Mankind on earth today is the epiphany of the old Hawaiian statement:
“They are standing on a Whale while fishing for Minnows!”
As we explained in our article: Mankind’s Cycle of Spiritual Evolution on Earth,
everybody must pass through the Dark Phase in order to prepare themselves for
the glorious experience of being at One with all things, in the Bliss of Love,
during the Phase of Light. Remember, human beings can only appreciate that
which they have earned by giving back more than they have received, otherwise,
they uselessly squander, what they have been given, until they return to a state in
which they are forced to earn it again!
If you have thoroughly comprehended what we have said so far, you should be
crying ‘EUREKA’, as your Spirit confirms to you that BCE is represented by the
CONSCIOUSNESS in YOUR MIND and in ALL MINDS!
The insatiable desire to know Itself is Eternal! If it was possible to totally fulfill
this desire, all creation would cease forever! After the completion of each Cosmic
Circadian Cycle, Its knowledge and understanding of Itself has expanded One
Step further by a Quantum Increase in the frequency of THE CONSCIOUSNESS
OF ENERGY! This means that the total energy of the Cosmos has also increased
correspondingly. Since BCE enfolds the entire Cosmos by Projecting Its
Boundary at Infinity, the Expansion in Its Consciousness, due to this Quantum
increase in Its Energy, is reflected by Expanding Its Boundary at Infinity a
Quantum Step into that which is Beyond infinity!
This is why our energy law differs from that of physical science. We are dealing
here with infinities within infinities; and this is one great reason why BCE Itself is
beyond infinity and can never be perceived or comprehended!
The most beautiful thing about all of this is its uniqueness to each and every
Human Microcosm. To fulfill our eternal desire to know and understand our
awesome Cosmos, we only need to learn about our individual selves in order to
ultimate know all about It! Whenever we learn anything from our experiences, our
study, and meditation, which reflects BCE as the Cause, and the physical world as
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the effects, our Spirits confirm to us the truth of it by stimulating our hearts,
minds, and souls to cry out “EUREKA”, and feel the indescribable joy of the
heavenly expansion of our Consciousness that results! All that we shall ever
need is the unlimited power of our Spirits; perishable machines are irrelevant!
OVERCOMING CONSCIOUS MIND LIMITATIONS.
Since our HIGH SELVES are PURE ENERGY, capable of being anywhere at any
time, why is it that while our consciousnesses are focused here in these transient
physical bodies, we find it very difficult to exercise our potentially unlimited
abilities? The reason is not unlike the constraints which must be imposed by a
manufacturer who is attempting to make a scaled down model of a very large and
complex device, like a jumbo jet. Many of the most important capabilities of the
Jumbo Jet depend directly upon its size, for example; therefore, the model will
never be able to duplicate these. The little engines on the model are unworkable
and can never be fired up, its little wings are useless, it has no electrical control
system, etc. Therefore, by imposing the constraints that were required to make the
model, its functions were also greatly reduced.
Now let us recall the irrefutable fact that nothing can ever happen in the Cosmos
that does not satisfy the Absolute Law of Duality! A Jumbo Jet is big only
because there is a small jet to compare it to! It can carry passengers only by
comparing it to a model that does not carry passengers, it can be conceived of
flying only with respect to a model that does not fly, etc.
It follows then that in order for BCE to comprehend the fact that It is all Powerful,
It had to create a reference which suffered the illusion of being powerless! In
order to realize that It is LOVE, It had to create a reference that experienced the
Dual of Love, which is HATE. In order to realize that It was all knowledge, It
had to create a reference which experienced the illusion of being ignorant, etc.,etc.
Finally, in order for BCE to comprehend Its beautiful FEMININE CREATIVE
OCTAVE OF COSMIC MUSIC, and the fact that anything which It desires will
become reality by using it, BCE had to greatly constrain the Mind of GOD THE
COSMOS(GOD) in order to create the CONSCIOUS MIND of Man, the
Microcosm, who does not even believe that Man has a Spirit, let alone having
potentially within themselves All of the Powers of GOD!
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It has been estimated that throughout the last 6000 years of mankind’s recorded
history on earth, there have not been more the 80 years during which there were no
wars taking place between organized groups of people. Adding to this the tolls
taken by famines, plagues, and pestilence, we have an excellent measure of the
nature of mankind’s experiences during the Dark Phase when they are being
dominated by their conscious minds at the lowest level of materialistic
consciousness.
Therefore, for you to expand your consciousness sufficiently in order to enter the
wonderful Phase of Light which is now dawning, your greatest need, which
transcends all others, IS TO BE FREE OF THE LIMITATIONS OF YOUR
CONSCIOUS MIND! Nothing else prevents you from attaining all that you have
ever desired, or dreamed of!
Every limitation your soul has ever known in this life has been due to nothing
else but your conscious mind!
Conscious Mind is the only factor of the soul which limits you.
If you but stop and think a little, you will realize that this is true. For example,
when you are dreaming, you are, to some extent, free of your conscious mind;
and, suddenly, there is no limit to what you can see in your mind!
The Conscious Mind of a person, who experiences the state of nearly being
drowned , gives up; and when it does, he can, within two minutes, think more in
quantity as well as more vividly, than he may have thought in the preceding fifty
years of his life!
Fifty years is 13,140,000 times two minutes.
Note the significance of this; for it is not exaggeration, but a scientific estimate
made of actual cases.
The moment the Conscious Mind gives up, everything reflects back to THE MIND
OF THE HIGH SELF, and then the soul is free to work at least 13,140,000 times
faster and better! Therefore, it is most certainly true that your possibilities are
limitless, if they are freed of the limitations of time and space that your Conscious
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Mind has placed upon your Spirit.
Many Holy orders throughout the ages, and many seers have tried to help man to
overcome such limitations by using the conscious thought of the Conscious Mind.
But since all limitations are of the Conscious Mind, your use of it limits your
effort to remove limitations!
All such methods substitute the limitations of fixed ideas of what you greatly
desire, for the limitations of ideas of what you have not desired. But with all this,
the limitations still continue.
Others have tried to teach man to free his soul from his body by ‘Soul Travel’, as
they call it! This is very dangerous; except to the faker who claims he does it, but
usually does not really do it!
To the one who sincerely attempts it, and partially succeeds, it often leads to
disintegration of the body, or fanaticism, or insanity.
So long as you live on earth in this body, you should KEEP the soul focused in the
body, even when you spiritually expand its activity all over the earth and into our
universe.
Conscious Mind always limits! Do not doubt it! On the other hand, to remain
sane, you must retain use of Conscious Mind. Yet to attain, you must be free of its
limitations.
The degree to which you can expand your consciousness is directly proportional to
the extent to which you have been able to free yourself of the limitations of your
Conscious Mind!
Once you have expanded your consciousness above the level of materialism, you
gradually begin to become aware of a Higher Mind acting in concert with your
Conscious Mind while you are deeply thinking and meditating upon a difficult
problem. As you become more acquainted with it, and to rely upon it more and
more to help you solve problems, you notice that your limiting conscious mind
thoughts begin to lose their constraining power while you are becoming
increasingly aware of communicating with your Spirit or HIGH SELF!
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This is another instance of mankind “standing on a whale while fishing for
minnows”! Everyone is always communicating with their Spirits to a lesser
or greater degree, but they are totally unaware of it! Have you ever wondered
where your ‘understanding’ comes from? The major reason why nobody can ever
give you their understanding is because your personal understanding can only
be obtained by deeply contemplating and meditating upon that which you
desire to understand in collaboration with your Spirit!
Therefore, with the help of our Spirits, let us see if we can ‘understand’ what is
happening when we ‘think’ strictly with our Conscious Minds: If we try to think of
distance, we think of an inch, or a foot, or a mile, and that at once limits our
thought. If we try to think of time, we think of an hour, or a year, and that does
limit our ideas of time.
There are two basic limitations which lie at the foundation of all other
limitations of the Conscious Mind: One is of Time; the other is of Space.
If you think that having knowledge of the past and the future is beyond the bounds
of reasoning, then we agree with you.
It is beyond reasoning; for reasoning is always based on an assumption which
you do NOT know to be true.
Moreover, every step in reasoning is an effort to prove that you do not know
something which you know you do not know. That, surely, is the only reason
anyone ever reasons about anything.
Every book on logic ends by telling you that the beginning of every process of
reasoning is an assumption of something that you do not know!
Reasoning is the ‘elite-hocus’ which the educated person satisfies his ego, by
making himself believe that he knows that which he does not know; and doing it
by a method of self-deception which he thinks is respectable.
No matter how much anyone may argue in favor of reasoning, just remember the
basic truth, that NO ONE ever reasons about anything, unless he is trying to prove
that he does know something which he knows he does not know.
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But when the soul KNOWS a truth, it never needs to reason about it!
The knowledge that we gain from deep contemplative study, and the wonderful
understanding and enlightenment that we obtain by profoundly meditating upon
that knowledge in beautiful and harmonious Concert with our Spirits, is far
beyond reasoning; indeed, it is knowledge and understanding which IS certain
and ABSOLUTE for US! Of course, it is not certain and absolute for those who
have not expanded their consciousnesses sufficiently to enable them to go
through this same process with their Spirits!
Now let us meditate upon TIME. Your limited idea of time is the greatest
impediment to all you desire to attain - materially and spiritually.
Nothing else is so tragic in its effect on you. All your sufferings are due to
thinking that you have missed, or left something behind, in time; or you have not
yet reached the things or attainments you desire; or have been separated by time
and space from things and loved ones!
Every seeming lack: the most material thing you desire, or the deepest longing for
love and companionship, or for communion with God, is lack to you only because
you think your possibility of attaining what you desire is either in the past, or in
the future.
All great striving is due to mistakenly thinking that all you want is either in
the past or future.
Souls do not need to struggle to enjoy what they have in present time! Although
some can, of course, make themselves unhappy, and fail to enjoy the present, by
thinking too much of what they think they have missed or are going to miss.
Since time is the greatest limitation imposed by the conscious mind, our first
purpose is to suggest how you can free yourself from it, so that you may know that
past, present, and future are ONE!
We will make this as simple and clear to you as possible, not by reasoning, but by
letting your own mind perceive the truth as revealed by an illustration similar to
one in the play, Berkeley Square.
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In effect, your life is a stream of spirit flowing out from God. Your body is a boat,
journeying down your stream of life, while you are here on earth.
During that journey you pass different concept points!
When you arrive at one point, call it point A, the stream is narrow; it flows
between cliffs which are rocky and steep; atop the cliffs there are scrubby trees
blown by the wind.
While you are at Point A, and between these cliffs, you call them facts of the
present time, merely because you are there at that time. You see cliffs, and know
that they do exist at the time you are there.
Then as you journey further down the river of life, it makes a bend to the right, and
you come to another point!
Call this, Point B. It may be a hundred miles, or a thousand years down your
stream of life, from Point A. When here at Point B, your life flows through flat
land and farms, past a little village on the right bank. While AT this point, you see
the steeples of churches and a hundred homes and gardens.
And while you are at Point B, you say: “this is the present, for I am here now.” I
see this village and know that it does exist at the present time!
But what of those cliffs of yesterday? You are mistaken if you say to yourself:
“Those rocky cliffs which I passed a hundred miles back do not exist any longer; I
have left them behind; hence they have ceased to exist.”
Yet, that is the way your ‘limited’ conscious mind thinks of things and events
which you have already experienced in time. If you no longer contact a thing by
conscious perception, you often conclude it no longer exists.
Certainly, when you reach the village at Point B, your eyes no longer see the rocky
cliffs back at Point A. But those cliffs still exist; they are present now just as
much as they were when you were journeying past them.
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Every event or condition of the past is living now, just as certainly as it
existed in the past!
What you call past, and present, and future, are only relative viewpoints of
YOUR limited conscious mind.
It is YOUR viewpoint which changes!
Another hundred miles, or another thousand years further down the stream of your
life, around another bend of the stream, there is another place, called Point C!
At Point C the land is low and wet! There are great trees, huge vines and dense
vegetation.
But while you are still at B, and have not yet journeyed to C, you say that Point C
is in the future! Your Conscious Mind says that C does not exist as yet, merely
because YOU have not yet reached it!
Nevertheless the low lands at Point C do already exist, whether it be a month or a
thousand years ahead of the sense perception of your conscious mind’s journey!
Point D is still further down your river of life.
At point D, fields are green, and in their midst there is a holy temple and a
thousand people living near!
But while at Points A, or B, or C, you say that the holy temple is something which
will come to pass in the future.
Yet, that temple already exists; it is only your limited consciousness of yourself in
relation to it, that makes you think it does not yet exist!
Past - Present - Future exist at one and the same time!
What you call past or future - of things or events or conditions - are mere
viewpoints of your conscious mind!
And they are mistaken viewpoints!
All that will happen in the future already exists!
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In his teachings Christ implied the following: Believe that you have, and you shall
have (because it already exists for you)! In Matthew 7:7 - 8 he said:
Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be
opened unto you.
For every one that ask receives; and he that seeks finds; and to him that knocks
it shall be opened.
These statements can only be true if what you ask for already exists, the doors
which you must knock upon, and can open up to paths that lead to the fulfillment
of all of your desires, must already exist; and anything which you seek must
already be there for you to find!
In John 14:2 he said: In my Father’s house are many mansions: if it were not so,
I would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you.
These mansions are the infinity of Stars and Galaxies that fill the Cosmos(God’s
House) and they are, most certainly, already there.
Whatever you want IS already prepared for you, but so long as you bind yourself
with your conscious mind’s limitations, you will never be able to expand your
consciousness to a high enough level of awareness to enable you to overcome
these limitations.
True time is eternal; all that exists IS ever present!
TIMELESSNESS AND THE PLANES OF CONSCIOUSNESS
In our Personal Cosmology, the projection of the AWARENESS of BCE into
FMM constitutes the Highest Level of Consciousness in the Cosmos; it is the top
plane in the Space of Awareness which is illustrated in Figure (1). The Lowest
Level of Consciousness is that of Mankind’s Conscious Mind which is bound in
servitude to Materialism!
Each person’s Conscious Mind is programmed primarily by the interaction of the
human psyche with the natural and man-made environments into which he is born.
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Figure (1)
This programming is, of course, directed toward enabling the person to survive in
those environments. Just like any habit, once this programming has been fixed in
a person’s mind, and has proven its effectiveness in enabling the person to happily
survive, it is obviously going to be very difficult to change, even after it has
become evident that change is required because the ‘old programming’ is
becoming defective!
Consequently, the majority of the people of our world are greatly constrained by
the limitations of their Conscious Minds and offer considerable resistance when
they are challenged to overcome them and expand their consciousnesses as a
result. Let us consider a very important example from the work of the Great
Logician, Kurt Goedel:
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He was able to obtain a solution of Einstein’s equations which indicated that time
travel was theoretically possible! This indicates that time, like distance, can be
traversed in circles; meaning that one can always return to their starting point!
This implies that time, as it is perceived in the study of General Relativity, is
effectively meaningless!
Goedel referred to time as “That mysterious and seemingly contradictory Being
which, on the other hand seems to form the basis of the world’s and our own
existence”, turned out, in the end, to be the world’s greatest illusion! To this,
we agree most wholeheartedly! Our Spirits are continuously confirming to us,
moment by moment, and hour by hour that TIME is most definitely AN
ILLUSION of the Conscious Mind!
That this conclusion of Goedel’s poses a great threat to today’s conscious-mind
limited physicists and cosmologists, is strikingly demonstrated by the fact that one
of the world’s greatest physicist, Stephen Hawking, put forth his famous
‘Chronology Protection Conjecture’ which was designed to precisely negate his
contribution to Relativity!
Even though theoretical physicists have been unable to find any errors in Goedel’s
Geometrical Analysis of Einstein’s General Relativity, they have persistently
discarded his ideas and perpetrated a conspiracy of silence around them! This
situation will continue until physical scientists finally realize that THE
NAMELESS AND BOUNDLESS COSMIC ESSENCE(BCE) is centering
them from within, enfolding them from without, and is the ETERNAL
SOURCE OF THEIR AWARENESS! It is only after they have expanded their
consciousnesses to the second plane that it will become OBVIOUS to them that
our INDIVIDUAL CONSCIOUSNESS is the signature of BCE!
Some of today’s physicists are marveling at the fact that mankind’s consciousness
has been able to comprehend the Cosmos to the extend that it has so far; indeed,
this has been accomplished purely from the physical point of view with total
disregard for the spiritual point of view which has been prevalent in their
philosophies throughout their known and unknown history! Well, it would not be
so fantastic to them if they could only realize that THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF
MAN IS AN INTIMATE ASPECT OF THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD!
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Now since Goedel was a Master Logician, all of his thinking had to conform to the
basic laws of logic. In our Personal Cosmology, these laws define the Masculine
four-point transformation logic of Projective Geometry, and the Feminine fourpoint logic of the Cosmic Octave of Music! When we married them, everything
became clear: all science, philosophy, and religion were unified in a very beautiful
theory of everything that includes the Consciousness and Awareness of BCE
Itself!
Since Goedel was unconsciously using the logic of the Octave to come to his
shocking conclusions, it is obvious, from our point of view, that he should have
immediately made a connection between TIME and GOD! Indeed, there are
suggestions that he really did do so; however, he did not publish his results for
fear of ridicule! He did, nevertheless, believe that our lives did not end with the
grave and expressed himself in this respect as follows:
“I am convinced of the afterlife, independent of theology. If the world is
rationally constructed, there must be an afterlife!”
His arguments were, as always, rationally based on the principle that the world,
and everything in it, has meaning or reasons. This is closely related to the
causality principle that underlies all of science: everything has a cause and events
don’t just ‘happen’.
Perhaps the most striking example imaginable, which illustrates how the conscious
mind has lead mathematicians on wild goose chases, is their efforts to prove that
their AXIOMS OF ARITHMETIC were consistent(free from contradictions)
and complete(strong enough to provide proofs of all true statements). Russell
and Whitehead, as described in their book Principia Mathematica, made a very
noble, yet futile attempt to do so by building the foundations of mathematics on a
set of axioms for set theory.
Both mathematicians labored intensely, and tirelessly, for more than ten years and
at the end of their third volume, both of them admitted that they were completely
exhausted intellectually and did not desire to continue. It is astonishing when you
realize that it took hundreds of preliminary results, which required up to 363
pages to write down, to prove that 1 + 1 = 2! Russell implied that ‘it broke
him’ and that his intellectual ability was reduced considerably afterwards. Their
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work did produce a wide range of philosophically rich notions. Some of these
inspired Alonzo Church to develop his Lambda-Conversion Calculus which
lead to the creation of LISP, a very powerful artificial intelligence language.
However, all hopes of reaching their main goal of proving consistency and
completeness in the Axioms of Arithmetic, were dashed when Goedel published
his incompleteness theorems in 1930 and 1931:
Goedel’s first incompleteness theorem showed that the Principia could not be
both consistent and complete.
Goedel’s second incompleteness theorem showed that no formal system
extending basic arithmetic can be used to prove its own consistency.
From our point of view, this is the worst case of intellectual delusion, caused by
the limitations of mankind’s Conscious Mind, and its desire to find truth in
materialism, that has ever occurred in their recorded history on earth! After we
expanded our consciousnesses to the second level and higher, the fact that the
Axioms of Projective Geometry, and our Feminine Creative Octave of
Cosmic Music, were consistent, and complete, became immediately obvious,
and this was beautifully confirmed to us by our Spirits.
Goedel’s incompleteness theorems also shook the foundations of mathematics and
the great mathematician David Hilbert tried to refute his results by proposing
a new law of logic! Thus the physicists and the mathematicians reacted to Goedel
in exactly the same manner.
THE PERSONAL COSMOLOGY OF ALFRED NORTH WHITEHEAD
It was while writing this article that we learned about the extensive philosophical
teachings of Alfred North Whitehead which appear to have been very similar to
our own. We are glad that we did not know of his work until after we had become
very advanced toward completing our own, because it leaves no doubt that our
work is completely independent of his. Even though our Spirits have
confirmed to us that our Cosmology is the correct one only for us, it is still
satisfying to know that we share a lot in common with one of the world’s
greatest philosophers, physicists, and mathematicians.
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While he was working on the Principia with Russell, they were attempting to
prove consistency and completeness in a manner that was satisfactory to the
conscious minds of all mathematicians! We have indicated in many ways that it
is impossible to prove anything, to the satisfaction of all others, and that in the
final analysis, each person must derive his own proofs and develop his personal
cosmology from ‘scratch’, with the help of their teachers, by studying hard,
meditating deeply, and communicating with their Spirit! Therefore, their
efforts were doomed from the start, so they failed like everyone else who,
throughout the centuries, have been attempting to prove something to the
satisfaction of everybody else!
Under his own initiative, primarily for his own benefit, and without regard as to
whether it will prove anything to anybody else, Whitehead published a
monumental treatise in 1897 with the title: A Treatise on Universal Algebra, with
Applications, which greatly utilized Grassmann’s Algebra of Extension. This
very creative book was virtually ignored until recently when it came to the
attention of David Hestenes. According to him, Whitehead was just one step
away from a mathematical system that truly deserves to be regarded as a
UNIVERSAL GEOMETRIC ALGEBRA, also called Clifford Algebra, which
he had led the effort to develop. This Algebra is the backbone of the
Masculine Aspect of our Language of Light!
Whitehead’s outlook on mathematics and physics was more philosophical than
purely scientific; he was more concerned about their scope and nature, rather than
about particular tenets and theories.
After being inspired by Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity, he decided to
try his hand at developing his personal version of a Theory of Gravity. In other
words, he developed his Personal Cosmology as everyone must eventually do,
either in this lifetime, or in some other future lifetime. Remember, the major
reason for each person’s existence is to thoroughly comprehend the Cosmos,
from their personal point of view, and then become a co-creator with BCE!
After publishing his book, Principle of Relativity in 1922, his gravitational
equations predicted that the gravitational constant G was, in fact variable. When it
was found that this conclusion disagreed with experiment, this aspect of his theory
was set aside and today is only a curiosity. On the other hand, this is completely
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in accord with out Cosmology in which Gravity has a characteristic frequency
that can be influenced by very high harmonics of certain octave reticulated,
and consciously controlled, sound vibrations. This is the manner in which 1000
ton megalithic stones were lifted and handled during the great civilization of
Lemuria 17,000 years ago! However, everybody reading this will have to prove
these things for themselves!
Whitehead’s philosophy also included aspects of Panpsychism. It is the view
that all matter has a mental aspect, or, alternatively, all objects have a unified
center of experience or point of view. This exactly parallels our notion that each
and every person must contribute toward Expanding the Consciousness of BCE by
developing their Personal Cosmology from their Unique Point of View!
He was a champion of Holistic Education; a fact which becomes immediately
apparent to anyone who reads his book: The Aims of Education. He criticized
the formalistic approach of modern British Teachers who do not care about culture
and self-education of their disciples! He said that: “culture is activity of
thought, and receptiveness to beauty and humane feeling. Scraps of
information have nothing to do with it.”
Professor Whitehead’s insistence on understanding through realization of the
interdependence of thought and ideas and institutions was quite otherwise.
He was fiercely on guard against the illusions of verbalization and did not confuse
certainty with certitude. In short, he was tough-minded because he felt the
universe as illimitable(boundless). He distrusted closed systems because they
imprison the creative possibilities of insight and experience. He was
relentlessly exacting of accurate responsible thinking, precisely because he knew
that even the most rigorous thought cannot achieve fullness of
comprehension(This was a recognition of Conscious-Mind limitations).
It was not by courses or lectures that he ignited to deeper understanding and more
beautiful visions the minds and feelings of hundreds of students, alike youngsters
fresh from high schools and colleagues themselves eminent. He did this
predominantly through informal and un-premeditated talk, mostly in his modest
apartment, which gave even the most timid freshman the sense of participation in
an exciting adventure. Everything of distinction contributed toward these
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unfailing memorable occasions. Not to mention Mrs. Whitehead, would be to
omit enveloping loveliness.
Whitehead intuitively made a distinction between Awareness and Consciousness;
indeed, he seemed to realize that Consciousness played a major role in
‘Cogitation’ as the following quote from his book Principle of Relativity
indicates:
“I shall use the term ‘cogitation’ for consciousness of factors prescinded from
their background of fact. It is the consciousness of the individuality of factors,
in that each factor is itself and not another. A factor cogitated upon as
individual will be called an ‘entity’. The essence of cogitation is Consciousness
of diversity. The prescinding, from the background of fact, consists in limiting
consciousness to awareness of the contrast of factors(Our Duality!). Cogitation
thus presupposes awareness and is limited by the limitations of Awareness. It is
the refinement of Awareness, and the unity of consciousness that lies in this
dependence of cognition upon Awareness. Thus awareness is crude
consciousness and cogitation is refined consciousness. For AWARENESS all
relations between factors are internal, and for COGITATION all relations
between entities are external.”
Thinking about this statement, from the level of Awareness to which our Plane of
Consciousness has expanded, Alfred North Whitehead was just one step removed
from our Personal Cosmology! When, with great excitement, we read his
‘Doctrine of Time’, no doubt remained that he was stepping on our heels!
“The Doctrine of Time: It follows from my refusal to bifurcate nature into
individual experience and external cause that we must reject the distinction
between psychological time which is personal and impersonal time as it is in
nature. Two conclusions follow, of which the one is conservative, and indeed
almost reactionary, and the other is paradoxical.
The conservative conclusion is that in cognisance by relatedness the apparent
world is disclosed as stratified into a succession of strata which are subordinate
totalities of immediate experience. Each short duration of time is merely a total
slab of nature disclosed as a totality in cognisance by relatedness, and for any
individual experience partially disclosed in cognisance by adjective. There can
be no other meaning for time, if we admit the position from which my argument
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has started. I will state the doctrine in this way, Time is a stratification of
nature. Adherence to this doctrine is today the mark of a reactionary. I accept
the term with the qualification that it is reaction to the admission of obvious
fact.
We now pass to the other conclusion which is paradoxical. The assumption of
the uniqueness of the temporal stratification of nature has slipped into human
thought. Certainly, in each individual experience, such uniqueness must be
granted. But confessedly each individual experience is partial, and we cannot
safely reason from partial experience to the limitation of the variety of nature.
Accordingly, the uniqueness of time succession for each of us does not
guarantee its consistency for all.
At this point, I put by urgent metaphysical questions concerning any supposed
distinction between past, present, and future as to the character of their
existence. Also I need not recall to your minds the reasons, based upon refined
observations, for assuming the existence in nature of alternative time-systems
entailing alternative systems of stratification.”
Through these statements, Whitehead is telling us about his Personal Cosmology
which is unique to himself, and like us, he never intended for it to be true for
everyone! As a matter of fact, he was so concerned about the possibility that his
philosophy would be usurped by the ignorant and profane, and used as the basis
for a cult, or religion, that he ordered his family to burn all of his writings after his
death! They strictly carried out his orders. He realized, as we do, that everybody
must develop their Personal Cosmology from ‘scratch’ in order to make their
unique contribution toward Expanding the Awareness of BCE.
The only philosophers and scientists who can fully comprehend Whitehead’s work
are those who have Expanded their Consciousnesses, through the Love of Pure
Learning, to a level of Cosmic Awareness equal to, or greater than, the level he
himself had achieved! All others, who think that they fully understand his words,
are merely suffering egotistical illusions; in other words, they know not that they
do not know! This conclusion holds especially for the Teachings of Christ and, in
general, for all of the other great philosophical, religious, and spiritual science
writings of mankind which have been in existence for at least 17,000 years and
which, so far, have not been taken seriously by many of today’s high profile
philosophers and physical scientists! Indeed, if they would just take a little time,
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and seek further, they might be surprised to find that a highly evolved Spiritual
Science has always existed at the fringe of their awareness.
THE THEOLOGICAL POINT OF VIEW
Whitehead was always interested in theology, especially in the 1890s. His family
was firmly anchored in the Church of England: his father and uncles were vicars,
while his brother would become Bishop of Madras. Perhaps influenced by his wife
and the writings of Cardinal Newman, Whitehead leaned towards Roman
Catholicism. Prior to World War I, he considered himself an agnostic. Later he
returned to religion, without formally joining any church.
In our Personal Cosmology, the Theological View is really the only rational
view with respect to which the creation of the Cosmos and its fundamental
nature can be comprehended. This is true in spite of the fact that fanatics,
whose consciousnesses are at the very lowest level of materialism, often embrace
the theological view in unimaginably irrational ways.
Scientists, mathematicians, and theologians all have need of ‘faith’ and show no
constraints in confessing it, at least in words! Let us define faith as “belief based
on the authority of the information source.” The information source may be
scriptures, scientists, trusted friends, teachers, etc. While scientists and
mathematicians see no problem in themselves having faith in the axioms or laws
of nature, in the peer-review process and the causality principle, they disdainfully
think of faith in the religious realm as, at best, superstitious! Goedel made the
following thoughtful statement: “Religions are, for the most part, bad, but
religion itself is not.”
Goedel reasoned that if God really exist, then He must certainly have the
ability to at least play the role of a person! If this was not so, then it would
mean that He is not omnipotent and this would, therefore, violate a defining
property of God that is universally accepted as pertaining to God!
In our Personal Cosmology, our consciousness is continually expanding;
consequently, we are experiencing the wonderful peace and contentment of
heavenly bliss! Therefore, there is absolutely no need for ‘faith’ or ‘belief’
because they imply that we do not really know the answers to the ultimate
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questions! For us, all questions have either been answered or are in the
process of eternally being answered! Since AWARENESS is the footprint of
BCE, It is forever present in all living things, centers and enfolds every cell of our
bodies, and energizes our Minds with Consciousness, the existence of BCE is
Absolutely proven. You cannot pray for this, and you certainly cannot buy it! To
obtain it, you must fulfill your divine purpose of Expanding your
Consciousness and becoming a co-creator with God!
Only the very great limitations that have been imposed upon mankind by their
Conscious Minds, can compress their consciousnesses to levels so low that they
cannot perceive the awesome fact that BCE is everywhere, Bounding them from
without, and centering them from within!!
Looking down from our level of consciousness, and realizing that most people are
still in the consciousness of the Dark Phase and, presently, seem to have little or
no desire to escape from it, we understand why observant and sane people can
believe that Consciousness is a result of Complexity!
Nevertheless, it is still astonishing that this so-called Law of Complexity
generating Consciousness was formulated by Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, who was
a Jesuit Priest and Paleontologist! The Law states that matter tends to become
more complex over time and that simultaneously with this increasing complexity,
matter also tends to become more conscious!
Just as the Cosmos is, in effect, the Learning Tool of BCE, so are our physical
bodies Learning Tools of our Spirits. Even though the Physical Cosmos is the
Representative of BCE, it can never become BCE to the extent that it is able to
replace BCE! So likewise, when our Conscious-Minds direct our bodies to create
machines for the purpose of helping us learn from nature and survive in nature,
there is no way that those machines can ever be evolved, by our very limited
Conscious Minds, sufficiently to simulate our Expanding Consciousnesses, let
alone replace them!
In fact, this would effectively be the very same as attempting to replace BCE Itself
with a Machine!! Indeed, since BCE is Boundless and Eternally beyond all
perception, It can never be known; but, even if it could be known, you would have
to build a ‘Boundless Machine’ to replace It! This is the one and only Concept in
the entire physical cosmos, which is projectively bounded at infinity, that is
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absolutely, and eternally, impossible to physically realize! Since the
AWARENESS of BCE extends even beyond this boundary, it is enfolded in the
boundlessness of the BCE which is infinitely beyond INFINITY!
All of the scientists and engineers on earth, who are sharing Ray Kurzsweil’s
dreams of reaching a singularity where machines will become ‘conscious’ and
multiply human intelligence a billion fold, have been so extensively deluded by
their Conscious-Mind knowledge of physical world EFFECTS that they are
totally ignorant of the fact that they know absolutely nothing about The Eternal
Spiritual World of CAUSES.
Everything which characterizes civilization in the coming Phase of Light will be
found to be the exact dual of those things which have characterized the Dark
Phase which is now nearing its end. Let us give a very important example:
Professor Frank Tipler believes that Extraterrestrial Beings Do Not Exist!
According to our Absolute Law of Duality, every concept must be dual; the very
thought that extraterrestrial beings do not exist, means that they do exist! Why is
this so: just like the concept of ‘up’ can only exist with respect to a reference point
that is ‘down’, extraterrestrials can exist only with respect to the possibility that an
illusion can be created which implies that they do not exist! Existence is the
reality, non-existence is the false illusion with respect to which ‘existence’ is
comprehended! You cannot have day without night, you cannot have white
without black, you cannot have good without evil, and you cannot have saints
without sinners! It is high time that everyone become familiar with the fact that
duality stands at the very foundation of our thought! “Thought creates duality,
duality regenerates thought and the action of this vicious circle, gives rise to
CONSCIOUSNESS!
Extraterrestrials are everywhere: on earth, in it, around it and far beyond it! It is
the desire of BCE that they not make themselves openly apparent until after the
people of earth have expanded their consciousnesses to a level of awareness high
enough to lovingly accommodate and adapt to their presence.
The truth of the matter is, there already exist far more evidence to support the
existence of extraterrestrials than there is to support the Quantum Theory!
Thousands of sightings have been occurring around the world for more than 60
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years by single individuals and groups of individuals! At least two major news
conferences have been held in which retired military, government, and intelligence
agency employees have testified to their reality. One in particular, who is a close
friend of ours, was a member of a retrieval team and actually helped to move the
dead bodies of aliens out of a crashed space vehicle and, in the process, helped one
who survived the crash to escape!
Astronaut Gordon Cooper saw one land on his air-force base where it was filmed.
Astronaut Edgar Mitchell was born in the region where the Roswell crash
occurred, and verified the reality of it by interviewing his neighbors who were
involved. Yet, both of these astronauts and all of those who have testified at the
two news conferences, have been ignored by physical scientists! It shows that
those who are at a very low level of materialistic consciousness, and have seen the
evidence, do everything in their power to keep everybody else at this level of
consciousness by attempting to keep it all secret. Those at the same materialistic
level of consciousness, who have not seen the hard evidence, also desire to remain
at this level of consciousness. So they do not rise up in mass, march in the streets,
or in any other way demand that their government tell them the truth!
The Military Industrial Complex, with their ‘Dark Projects’, have, under the cloak
of National Security, been casting a dark shadow over the minds of the American
people for more than half of the last century. No people in history have been so
persistently lied to, for so long, concerning a matter of such vital importance to the
Expansion of the Consciousness of Mankind. However, it should now be obvious
to Americans, in light of all the evidence which has come forth, that they should
take matters into their own hands! Why have they not done so? The reason is that
they are extremely apathetic, spiritually and mentally depressed by capitalistic
materialism, and have never been educated holistically!
Ignoring all of this mountain of evidence, scientists are still saying that they have
not discovered complex alien life, they are still speculating what living creatures
on other planets look like! We tell you now, and we have verified it over and
over in consultation with our Spirits, “The Human Form is the same throughout
the entire Cosmos because Man is a Microcosm and BCE did not make more than
one model! Several investigators are working hard behind the scenes to reveal all
of this to the American public, and the world, after December 2012!
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CONSCIOUSNESS EXPANSION AND THE HIGH SELF
As we expand our consciousness through the wonderful experiences of life, and
with profound dedication to the Love of Pure Learning, the harmonics of our
characteristic frequencies multiply and increase in power. No one is evolving in a
vacuum; therefore, these harmonics, when powerful enough, can be directed by
our consciousnesses and the consciousnesses of our teachers, relatives, and friends
to resonate in harmony with one another and communicate with love and light,
throughout the timeless and inter-dimensional aspects of our being, in every
possible way!
The first, and perhaps the most wonderful experience of all, that can occur at the
level of the Conscious Mind, is to become consciously aware of communicating
with your personal High Self! When this has been accomplished, you really begin
to live and learn, like never before, because your progress, from then on, takes
place in conscious and loving consultation with It. When you are deeply
meditating about how to solve some problem, your High Self is monitoring
everything that goes on in your mind.
After you go to bed and start to sleep, your Spirit then activates the channel of
communication between you and your High Self and all through the night It
converses with your Subconscious Mind concerning your problem. After you
awaken, your subconscious mind passes the information that it has obtained to
your Conscious Mind. This is why many deep thinkers sometimes wake up
suddenly in the middle of the night with the answer to their problem sitting on the
forefront of their minds! We look forward every night to these joyous
communications and they just keep getting more wonderful as our consciousness
expands!
Each of our High Selves are very powerful! They can cure you of any disease,
protect you from anything that might harm you, they see forward into your future
and know everything that is going to happen to you before it happens! If the
situation called for it, and our High Self felt that it was in Its interest to do so, It
can actually raise you from the dead! This is what happened in the miracle where
Christ raised Lazarus form the grave.
There are several reasons why a person’s High Self will not cure their disease, heal
their wounds, save them from an accident, or raise them from the dead. The main
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reason is that the majority of mankind’s learning experiences come from suffering
physical, mental and spiritual pain while overcoming great challenges pertaining
to ‘life’ and ‘death’! Indeed, we are speaking about the duality of experience, the
driving force behind all Cosmic Evolutionary Action. This was well alluded to by
the wonderful poet and philosopher, Kahlil Gibran in his book, The Prophet:
Then a woman said, Speak to us of Joy and Sorrow. And he answered: Your joy
is your sorrow unmasked. And the selfsame well from which your laughter rises
was often times filled with your tears.
And how else can it be? The deeper that sorrow carves into your being, the
more joy you can contain. Is not the cup that holds your wine the very cup that
was burned in the potter’s oven? And is not the lute that soothes your spirit, the
very wood that was hollowed with knives?
When you are joyous, look deep into your heart and you shall find it is only that
which has given you sorrow that is giving you joy. When you are sorrowful look
again in your heart, and you shall see that in truth you are weeping for that
which has been your delight.
Some of you say, “Joy is greater than sorrow,”, and others say, “Nay, sorrow is
the greater.” But I say unto you, they are inseparable. Together they come, and
when one sits alone with you at your board, remember that the other is asleep
upon your bed.
Verily you are suspended like scales between your sorrow and your joy. Only
when you are empty are you at standstill and balanced. When the treasurekeeper lifts you to weigh his gold and his silver, needs must your joy or your
sorrow rise or fall.
Believe it or not, one of your greatest experiences during the Dark Phase of
your spiritual evolution on earth, is the so-called ‘death’ of your physical
body. For us who have expanded our consciousness to the level of awareness that
we fully realize that there is, in fact, no such thing as death and that experiencing
the ‘death’ of our temporary physical vehicles, or tool of learning in the physical
world, establishes the reference point with respect to which we are able to
comprehend, and fully appreciate, the glorious fact that we are Eternal Beings of
Pure Energy who have never been born and who can, therefore, never die! Our
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Spirits are aspects of the Boundless Awareness of BCE.
Therefore, the events in our lives are orchestrated by our High Selves and if
you insist, by making wrong choices out of ignorance, it will allow you to walk
through hells of your own making until you finally learn the hard lessons that
these experiences are designed to teach you! However, each lesson learned
gradually expands your consciousness until you reach a level that is high enough
in awareness to make difficult experiences unnecessary! After this, you truly
begin to experience the wonderful joy of being in Heaven as it was described
by Christ. (See our article: Christ (Ouranos))
BEING REBORN TO NEW MIND, LOVE, LIFE AND ACTION
Skeletons never give birth to new life!
All efforts of yesterday are but skeletons today, and your thoughts of yesterday
are the stones of their tombs.
Yet you are a living soul divine, with right of choice. You can choose to wall
yourself in with your skeletons and shrivel up; or you can choose to come out
into the glorious light of today and be born again!
What is life in the tomb giving you?
In physical activity, you are not living by Spirit, for your body is very slowly
dying year by year.
And your wealth in the tombs is dying, or already dead and gone.
Even your attainments of the past are petrified, and cannot move you on to
greater life.
To live, you must be horn again, and of Spirit!
If reborn of mind only, you will still fear to let go of things in the tomb; fear that
you may not have the power to create new youthfulness and new wealth, a
thousand fold greater than the old!
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If you are reborn of mind only you may be so bound to the old tintypes of
memories of past loves that you will not see the new living love waiting at the
gate!
Why was your time, looking under the bed for old bedroom slippers, when God
has given you wings?
Reborn of spirit, there is no more fear; no doubt of present or future; and all
things and conditions are transformed, and you yourself are lifted up from
earth-bound bonds to the freedom of the Infinite.
As caterpillar worms destroy their old organs, to be reborn as butterflies of joy;
so you must wipe out old thoughts of mind, and be reborn; a soul transformed.
Master Brown Landone
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